We present a framework for the development of information systems based on the premise that the knowledge that influences the development process needs to somehow be captured, represented, and managed if the development process is to be rationalized. Experiences with a prototype environment developed in ESPRIT project DAIDA demonstrate the approach. The project has implemented an environment based on state-of-the-art languages for requirements modeling, design and implementation of information systems. In addition, the environment offers tools for aiding the mapping process from requirements to design and then to implementation, also for representing decisions reached during the development process. The development process itself is represented explicitly within the system, thus making the DAIDA development framework easier to comprehend, use, and modify.
INTRODUCTION
Database-intensive information systems are unique among software systems because of a dual fundamental dependence on the "real world. " First and foremost, the information managed by such a system is about some segment of this world (the system's application domain or subject world). Secondly, an information system functions within the real world (the system's production environment or usage world) and needs to support appropriate interfaces, if it is to be successful.
Often repeated cries of despair among information system developers are grounded on this reality which imposes complex, diverse, and often ill-defined functional and nonfunctional requirements on any information system. These requirements include considerations such as:
-The information managed by the system has to represent faithfully the subject world it is supposed to monitor.
This areas has led to investigations on data modeling [18] .
-The information system has to interface to its usage world in ways that support its intended role in the application domain. This problem has been addressed by office systems research. In fact, a large information system may have many different usage worlds, each taking a different view of the application domain; these views must be integrated to form the conceptual schema of an information system [101.
-The system components have to fit into an overall conceptual design that provides a global perspective on the data structures and procedures of the system. This aspect has been discussed under the label of data dictionary or metainforrnation management [4] .
-An effective organization of the development process should, in particular, make sure that existing experiences are not lost but preserved for subsequent maintenance and reuse. This issue has been tackled in recent work on knowledge-based software engineering.
-Data structures and transactions must be designed on the assumption of massive amounts of data in the information system's database, to ensure that these data are handled safely and efficiently. This is the subject of physical database design and DBMS implementation research. Figure  7 illustrates the goal tree structure that might be generated by the simple example. Step 2. Label each AND (OR) node on the goal tree with the minimum (respectively, maximum) label of its immediate successors using the order- Figure  10 is an example; the design decisions are the same as in Figure  9 
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